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HOW TO CALCULATE AND ADJUST YOUR MACROS
FOR YOU AND YOUR GOALS!
The Most Important Principle to Achieving Your Fitness Goal
Nutrition. It’s the single most important principle to achieving ANY fitness goal that you
set out to accomplish. It doesn’t matter how AMAZING your new workout program is, how
intense it is, how “new age” and “scientific’ it is. Hell, it doesn’t even matter if you purchased
it from the world’s “top guru”! At the end of the day, when the dust settles your results are
going to reflect your daily nutritional intake. Period.

KEEP IT SIMPLE!
We’ve all heard the sayings “you are what you eat” and “calories in, calories out.” To a certain
extent these sayings are EXACTLY right. What you consume will determine the amount of
hormone release of specific hormones, the direction in which your body composition is going
to change (add or lose muscle and/or fat), and if you are going to lose or gain weight as a
whole, based on your total consumption of calories compared to the number of calories you
burn in a day (calorie expenditure).
So, how do we figure out how many calories we are supposed to consume in a day to begin
our journey towards our fitness goals (lose or gain weight)? Let’s find out!
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CALCULATING YOUR DAILY CALORIC INTAKE
FOR YOUR GOALS!
Now, due to the fact that biologically EVERYBODY is different and absolutely NOBODY is the
same (regardless of if someone is the same age, weight, height, body fat percentage, gender,
etc.) there is not a “one size fits all” answer to this. One’s metabolic rate, daily activity levels,
and goals are all STRONG factors to consider when trying to calculate caloric intake.
Sounds overwhelming and complicated, right? Don’t stress. I got you.
There are plenty of ways to go about calculating. A simple answer for me to give you would
to be to go on the internet and type in “Daily Caloric Intake Calculator” (or something along
those lines) and plug in your information and BOOM, you’re off to the races. Easy peasy.
My issue with this option is the build of these calculators and the formulas behind them. I
personally have yet to find one that I feel confident in sending people to AND they skip over
some personal details (which I will get to in a second) that only you yourself can answer in
order to give you the best starting point.
For those reasons alone (and because I truly feel that without going through
drastic/complicated
measures,
nobody
TRULY
can
figure
out
their
EXACT
daily caloric expenditure), I recommend what I am about to show you below.
It’s simple, effective, efficient, and has worked for the majority of the people that I have
worked with throughout my career.
Now, grab a paper and a pen and follow along!
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CALCULATING YOUR ‘MAINTENANCE’
CALORIC INTAKE
For this demonstration, I am going to need to make up a person. Let’s call this person Andy
and let’s say that Andy is a male who is looking to “get shredded,” lose some weight, get
more defined, whatever you want to call it. Andy is 5’11, 180lbs, and about 20-23% body fat.
Let’s also go ahead and say that Andy works a 9-5 job that is low activity for the majority of
the day and his only real activity in a day is the 1-2 hours that he spends at the gym.
So go ahead right now and write down the same points for yourself:
1. Height
2. Bodyweight
3. Body-Fat Percentage
(If you do not know, estimate by the picture below)
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4. Daily Activity Level (Low, Medium, High)
Low
Works out most days, but doesn’t have a lifestyle/job that is physically demanding
outside of their workout other than activities of daily living
(ex, shopping, cleaning, taking out the trash, etc.).
Medium
Works out most days and has a moderately physically demanding lifestyle/job that forces
them to be on their feet often (ex, FedEx delivery guy, nurse, warehouse worker, etc.).
High
Athlete mode. Workouts out 2x per day, lives a very active lifestyle outside of workouts,
and has a job that is physically demanding.
5. Fitness Goal (Lose weight/Shred Up or Gain Weight/Build Muscle)
Now that we have this, we are going to want to first find our maintenance calories.
This is going to be what we need to consume in order to stay the same weight that we are
right now.

To find this, we need to employ the formula below:
Bodyweight (BW) x 14-16 (Your Activity Level # below) = Maintenance Caloric Intake
14 = Low Daily Activity Level
15 = Medium Daily Activity Level
16 = High Daily Activity Level
Now that you know your category, multiply your weight by the appropriate value. If you
can’t decide, and are kind of in between, don’t be scared to add a .5 (ex. 14.5).
So, back to Andy. Since we said he lived a LOW activity lifestyle and weighed 180lbs, his
calculations would look like this:
180lbs x 14 = 2520 Calories (Andy’s Maintenance Caloric Intake)
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CALCULATING YOUR ‘GOAL’ CALORIC INTAKE
TO LOSE WEIGHT
Once we have calculated our maintenance calories and know where our “neutral” lies, we are
now going to adjust this number to accommodate our goals.
Depending on what your goals are, you are going to need to be in a calorie deficit (lose
weight) or a calorie surplus (gain weight). How we go about doing this is simply by adding
or subtracting calories from our maintenance caloric number. I recommend making slight
adjustments progressively over time (week to week) to be able to monitor how your body
reacts and to lighten the impact of the effects that can come with increasing/decreasing your
calories (being too hungry, being too full, feeling tired, etc.). Ease into things and understand
that slow and consistent progress is always the BEST progress! Large spikes up or down in
our weight and energy levels are NEVER sustainable!
To start things off, I usually suggest adding/subtracting ~250-500 calories from one’s
maintenance calories to set them in a surplus/deficit depending on one’s goals. That’s normally
a rule of thumb for me.
Let’s think back to Andy. His goal is to “get shredded,” so we need to place him in a calorie
deficit. Below is how we would accomplish this:
		 2520cal (Andy’s Maintenance Caloric Intake)
-	  500cal
		 2020 Calories (Andy’s Caloric Deficit Starting Point)
This means that in order for Andy to start seeing weight loss progress (his goal), he should
aim to intake 2020 calories per day based on the information provided above.
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WHAT IS A MACRONUTRIENT?
Now that we know our ‘Goal’ Caloric Intake Number, we need to determine the proper
macronutrient breakdown that we should be striving for within those calories to help maintain/
increase our muscle mass while we are shredding/bulking.
NOTE: Your macronutrient breakdown is going to be where the REAL magic happens. Just
reaching your daily “Goal” Caloric Intake Number is NOT enough. Sure you’ll lose/gain
weight, but the finished product that manifests from JUST reaching your caloric goals is not
going to be what you expected. Without proper protein, carbohydrate, and fat consumption
(this is your macronutrient breakdown which we will talk about below), the weight that you
are going to lose is not ONLY going to be fat, but also muscle mass! This goes for putting on
weight as well! If your macronutrient breakdown isn’t structured properly, that weight that
you are going to put on is NOT going to be the ideal weight that you are looking for! (Ex, fat,
water, etc.).
What Is a Macronutrient?
Simply put, a macronutrient (macro) is a category/type of food. There are three that we focus
on: proteins, carbohydrates, and fats. Each one has its own specific role in the body and
supplies us with calories or energy.
These three macros are what make up our total caloric intake in a day.
Each macro has a specific caloric value:
1g Protein
1g Carbohydrate
1g Fat

=
=
=

4 Calories
4 Calories
9 Calories

With this information, we are now
going to put together our ideal Macro
Breakdown and learn how to ‘count
macros’ rather than just ‘count calories.’
(Essentially the same thing, just in a little
bit more detail!)
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CALCULATING YOUR IDEAL MACRO BREAKDOWN
FOR YOU AND YOUR GOALS
A Macro Breakdown is simply the percentages of each macronutrient that make up your total
caloric intake. As I have mentioned before, this percentage breakdown makes up 100% of the
calories that you consume in a day.
Why is this important?
Let’s say that Andy was ONLY a calorie counter and he thought he figured it all out when he
calculated his ‘Goal’ Caloric Intake Number (2020 calories). Without taking into consideration
the breakdown of certain macros, Andy could logistically consume 2020 calories worth of
JUST cinnamon buns in a day and nothing else. Assuming that Andy hit his calories correctly
and kept his calorie expenditure up to par, he would still lose weight (believe it or not), but do
you think his body composition would be exactly what he was looking to achieve? Absolutely
not.
This all stems back to the beginning when I said “TO A CERTAIN EXTENT the saying ‘calories
in versus calories out’ is correct.” It wouldn’t matter if Andy consumed 2020 calories in JUST
peanut butter or JUST Mars bars or JUST ground beef, he will still lose weight, but the
composition of his body that he was ideally looking for will NOT be the final result.
Aside from body composition, completely disregarding and avoiding certain macronutrients
can lead to health issues, decreased energy levels, brain fog, etc.
Make sense?
Let’s dive into things and calculate your ideal macro breakdown starting with PROTEIN!
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CALCULATING YOUR DAILY PROTEIN INTAKE
Protein consumption helps to build, repair, and maintain muscle tissue. Regardless if your
goal is to get shredded or put on some quality size, protein plays a MASSIVE role in guiding
you in the right direction.
Knowing where your body is currently and what your goals are, is going to determine where
you want to set your protein intake. I typically like to start people anywhere from 0.75-1.25g
of protein per pound of bodyweight. This is going to be a time where you need to be real with
yourself and make an honest judgment call about where you think you stand.
To find your daily protein intake, we need to employ the formula below:
Bodyweight (BW) x 0.75g-1.25g (Protein Range That You Fit In) = Daily Protein Intake
Let me help you choose where you stand:
0.75g Protein Per lb.
Individuals who are overweight and have excess body fat (25% +), individuals who are
just starting to train and have very little muscle mass, or individuals just looking to start a
new and healthier lifestyle.
1g Protein Per lb.
In shape individuals (below 25% body-fat), individuals who have built a solid foundation
in the gym, individuals who have visible abs (Not necessarily a 6-pack, but you can see
muscles), etc. This is usually the ‘sweet spot’ for a lot of individuals. This is where most
like to hover around, in my experience.
1.25g Protein Per lb.
Individuals who are dieting hard for a competition and need to retain as much muscle
mass as possible, individuals who do a lot of cardio or train A LOT, and individuals who
are below 10% body-fat, will normally be around this mark for protein intake.
Knowing this, let’s think back to Andy. Andy hovers around the 20-23% body-fat range and
goes to the gym for 1-2 hours per day as stated above. With this information I would throw
Andy in the “1g Protein per Pound of Bodyweight” category. This would look like:
180lbs. x 1g Protein Per lb. = 180g Protein (Andy’s Daily Protein Intake)
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CALCULATING YOUR DAILY FAT INTAKE
Time to talk about fat! Dietary fats are needed to provide us with energy, to support cellular
growth, to regulate the production of crucial hormones (ex. testosterone for muscle building
and fat loss), to increase brain function, and so much more!
DO NOT SHY AWAY FROM FATS! THEY ARE CRUCIAL FOR YOUR OVERALL HEALTH AND WELL BEING!
To find your daily fat intake, we need to employ the formula below:
Bodyweight (BW) x 0.3g-0.4g Fat = Daily Fat Intake
Contrary to the protein range that I gave above, there are no real “specifics” when it comes
to choosing which range of fat intake you should throw yourself into (0.3g-0.4g per pound of
bodyweight). What it all comes down to is: do you enjoy fattier foods more (ex. Nut Butters,
Cashews, Almonds, Avocado, etc.) or are you more of a carb person (ex. Rice, Bread, Pasta,
Oatmeal, Fruit, etc.)? Simple.
Aside from pure enjoyment, some of you may already have experience with higher carb meal
plans and/or higher fat meal plans and know what you feel better with and/or perform better
on. If this is the case for you, then the answer will be easy.
This is the way that I like to look at it:
0.3g Fat Per lb.
Individuals who love foods that are higher in carbohydrates rather than fattier foods, individuals
who perform better on higher carbs, and individuals who want more carbohydrates in their daily
macro breakdown.
0.35g Fat Per lb.
This is for individuals who don’t really have a preference and just want to get their macros and
get this party started!
0.4g Fat Per lb.
Individuals who love fattier foods rather than foods that are higher in carbohydrates, individuals
who perform better on fattier foods, and individuals who want more fats in their daily macro
breakdown.

So, assuming Andy is a carb freak and wants as many carbohydrates as possible during his
journey to get shredded, we are going to throw him in the 0.3g Fat Per lb. of Bodyweight
category. This would look like:
180lbs x 0.3g Fat Per lb. = 54g Fat (Andy’s Daily Fat Intake)
** I’m going to round his 54g Fat to 55g Fat to make it easier when it comes to tracking! **
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CALCULATING YOUR DAILY CARBOHYDRATE INTAKE
Bring on the carbs! Carbohydrates are our muscles preferred energy source. It is important to
note this. MOST individuals perform better in the gym with more carbohydrates. I myself not
only perform better on higher carbs, but I FEEL better on higher carbs as well.
Again, I am generalizing here since I have dealt with clients before who work better on higher
fats and lower carbs. If you have never done anything like this before, this is going to be a
trial and error game for you. Feel free to fluctuate up and down on your carbs and fats (under
your caloric restrictions of course) to see what works best for you!
In order to figure out how many carbohydrates you are going to intake, we need to do a little
bit of back tracking. The best way for me to do this is use Andy’s results as an example and
show you how we are going to go about it.
So, thinking back, we know that Andy’s Daily ‘Goal’ Caloric Intake is 2020 Calories, his
Daily Protein Intake is 180g, and his Daily Fat Intake is 55g. We also know that for every
gram of protein there are 4 calories and for every gram of fat there are 9 calories (stated
above). Using this information we can then determine how many calories that Andy has left
and then figure out how many carbs he will be consuming to fulfill his Daily Caloric Intake.
See below how I do this:
180g Protein x 4 =
720 Calories
55g Fat x 9
= + 495 Calories
Total
= 1215 Calories
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Now that we have your calorie count from your protein and fats, we need to figure out how
many calories we have left from our Daily ‘Goal’ Caloric Intake Number and then divide that
number by 4 (for every gram of carb there are 4 calories) to find out how many grams of
carbohydrates you are going to be intaking on a daily basis.
In Andy’s case this would look like:
Andy’s ‘Goal’ Caloric Intake
Andy’s Calories from Protein + Fat
Total Remaining Calories

= 2020 Calories
= - 1215 Calories
=
805 Calories

805 Calories (Andy’s remaining calories) ÷ 4 (calories per gram of carb) = 201g Carbs
(Andy’s Daily Carbohydrate Intake)
** I’m going to round his 201g Carbs to 200g Carbs to make it easier when it comes to
tracking! **
BOOM! Just like that we have found Andy’s Daily Macronutrient Breakdown that he should
begin to follow to start his journey towards getting shredded based on the information that
was provided in the beginning!
Andy’s Daily Macronutrient Breakdown:
Protein - 180g
Carbohydrates - 200g
Fats - 55g
Total Calories - 2020
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HOW TO ADJUST YOUR MACROS FOR CONTINUOUS PROGRESS
Now that you are off to the races and have a solid understanding of where you should be
starting, we need to briefly discuss how to adjust your macros when your progress begins to
slow down (because it will) to keep things moving in the right direction!
Unfortunately, the macros that you just calculated will not be the EXACT recipe to take you
all the way to your final destination. As your body composition changes, so will the demand
(increase/decrease in caloric expenditure) and benchmarks (maintenance calorie number)
of certain factors that we previously had set. Our bodies are smart and will continuously
demand changes in certain areas in order to keep progressing.
Tracking Your Progress with the Weight Scale
Before I get into this, I need to say something…
The mirror is/always will be my favourite way to track progress! If you visibly see progress and
like what you see in the mirror, that’s all that should TRULY matter!
WHO CARES ABOUT THE NUMBER ON THE SCALE? IT’S JUST A NUMBER!
Ok, now that I’ve got that off my chest, let’s begin.
So as you read above, I said that the mirror is my FAVOURITE way to track progress…
NOT THE BEST. Yes, it has its pros, but it is not something I recommend for people just
starting out OR trying to make SERIOUS changes. The mirror blurs the lines too easily and
is based on how you perceive yourself…and we all know that we are our own harshest critic.
Aside from these points, it just simply leaves too much room for error for individuals who have
not lived a disciplined “tracked” lifestyle before.
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SOLUTION: Hop on the scale first thing in the morning, at the same time every day,
after using the facilities, fresh outta the sheets.
This is going to be the most accurate way to track your progress if you are CONSISTENTLY
(I cannot stress consistency enough) following and hitting your target macros and training
hard towards your goals.
NOW, I understand that the scale can be an absolute nightmare and mental battle for some
due to natural body fluctuations...ESPECIALLY when you are hopping on the scale on a daily
basis! If this is you, please just TRUST THE PROCESS AND ACCEPT that your weight is going
to go up some days and down on others! This is normal. Progress is not linear! It is and always
will be an up and down battle! Don’t get too caught up in the daily numbers and instead try
to pay attention to your weekly average!
Track your morning body weight every morning and then take the average of your weight
from Monday-Sunday each week. This will allow you to look at your progress in greater detail
and help sift out a lot of the mental head games from day to day weighing!
FORMULA:

Monday Bodyweight (BW)
Tuesday BW
Wednesday BW
Thursday BW
Friday BW
Saturday BW
+ Sunday BW
Total Weekly Bodyweight

Total Weekly Bodyweight ÷ 7 Days = Average Bodyweight That Week
Let’s look at an example of Andy’s first week of tracking his bodyweight after following his
macros to get a better visual of what this may look like:
Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:
Sunday:
Total Weekly BW:

180.4lbs
181.6lbs
180.4lbs
179.8lbs
178.6lbs
178.4lbs
178.3lbs
1257.5lbs

1257.5lbs (Andy’s Total Weekly BW) ÷ 7 (Total Days In A Week) = 179.6lbs (Andy’s Average Bodyweight That Week)
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ADJUSTING YOUR MACROS IF YOU ARE TRYING TO
LOSE WEIGHT/GET SHREDDED
Now that we know how to properly weigh ourselves and find the average from week to week,
this part is easy!
When we are trying to lose weight, a VERY GENERAL rule of thumb that I have been taught
to use and in my experience what seems to work for the majority of clients, is to aim for
a 0.5lbs-2lbs loss/week. Again, this is VERY GENERAL and won’t always be the case for
everyone, especially if you are just starting your fitness journey and have a lot of weight to
lose (these numbers will start off much larger in this case, but trust me, as I have mentioned
before, your progress WILL slow down).
So, keeping this in mind, let’s take a look at Andy’s average weights during his first 4 weeks
of following his macros:
Week
Week
Week
Week

1:
2:
3:
4:

179.6lbs
177.9lbs
176.7lbs
176.6lbs

As you can see, between the weeks 1 & 2 and 2 & 3, Andy stayed between our rule of thumb
(0.5lbs-2lbs loss/week).
There would be NO need to touch Andy’s macros or caloric expenditure between the weeks
1-3. His weight is falling off at a great rate. If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it!
Now, if we look at his progress from weeks 3-4, this is a different scenario. As you can see, his
progress is starting to slow down. When this starts to happen, we need to consider making
adjustments. There are two ways to make adjustments to keep your progress moving forward.
You can reduce your caloric intake by taking away/manipulating your carbohydrates/fats
OR increase your caloric expenditure.
Here are a few ways you can go about doing this:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Take away 15g from your daily carbohydrate intake.
Take away 7g from your daily fat intake.
Add 15 minutes of steady state cardio daily.
Add 5 minutes of HIIT Intervals daily.

CHOOSE ONE and follow it closely for an entire week before making another adjustment!
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ADJUSTING YOUR MACROS IF YOU ARE TRYING TO
GAIN WEIGHT/PUT ON MUSCLE
When adjusting to gain weight, we will still be manipulating/adjusting in similar areas, but it
will just be in the opposite direction and in different increments!
Here are a few ways you can go about doing this:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Add 20g to your daily carbohydrate intake.
Add 9g to your daily fat intake.
Take away 15 minutes of steady state cardio daily.
Take away 5 minutes of HIIT Intervals daily.

CHOOSE ONE and follow it closely for an entire week before making another adjustment!
Keep in mind that QUALITY weight will fall off at a much more rapid pace than it will come on
(generally speaking). Knowing this, we should not look to follow our “rule of thumb” that we
made for losing weight (0.5-2lbs/week). If we were to put on this much EVERY week it simply
would not be QUALITY weight and we would end up looking sloppy.
What you should aim to look for when putting on weight is that you are not LOSING weight
from week to week and that you are gradually increasing weight every 2-3 weeks. This
would be what I would consider SOLID progress. If you are not making any increments after
2 weeks OR you are losing weight, make one of the adjustments above and then follow
consistently for another week!
** In the case that you go “off” your plan for a week (or even a day, depending how far
off you go) DO NOT try to re adjust your macros to “make up” for your slip up. That is
not how it works. Get back on track and stay consistent for a full week before making a
judgement call on your progress. **
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
The information presented in this e-book is by no way intended as medical advice or as a
substitute for medical counselling. The information should be used in conjunction with the
guidance and care of your physician. Consult your physician before following the outline of
this book as you would with any exercise and nutrition program. If you choose not to obtain
the consent of your physician and/or work with your physician throughout the duration of your
time using the recommendations in this book, you are agreeing to accept full responsibility
for your actions. By continuing with this book you recognize that despite all precautions on
the part of Divergent Training, there are risks of illness which can occur because of your use
of the aforementioned information and you expressly assume such risks and waive, relinquish
and release any claim which you may have against Divergent Training, or its affiliates as a
result of any future physical injury or illness incurred in connection with, or as a result of, the
use or misuse of this books recommendations.

